Copin’ with ‘Canes
You can’t stop a hurricane’s wrath, but you can contain it — with good planning.
By Larry Aylward

High and Dry?
You can learn from those who endured the dreadful drought of 1999.
By Bruce Allar

Know Which Way the Wind Blows
Experts offer advice on how to choose a fee-based weather service.
By Frank H. Andorka Jr.

Clear the Air
Users will benefit from two-cycle engine equipment with reduced emissions — but at what cost?
By Larry Aylward

Picture This
Historic photographs are an excellent source for proper golf course restoration — if you can find them.
By Geoff Shackelford
cover story

You don't need a weatherman to know which way the wind blows, but you do need information on how to deal with droughts, hurricanes and other weather-related matters.

Check out our report.
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Hanging in There
Today's hovering mowers are lighter, tougher and more popular than ever.
By Jim Guyette

About the cover
Ron Lee Brown of Stone Images helped create our cool — we mean hot — cover concept. Golfdom art director Lisa Lehman expanded the concept with her Photoshop finesse.
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